Business Ethics: Experience (BEE-2) Program

Panel Expert – Directions

Directions

INSERT DIRECTIONS TO LOCATION HERE

Panel Schedule

INSERT BRIEF TIME SCHEDULE HERE

Panel Expert – Guidelines

BEE-2 Program Objectives

- Business environment immersion
- Critical thinking in ethical decision-making in business through scenarios
- Ethical defense through defending decisions to a live panel of business community leaders

Students will have gone through all 6 ethical scenarios and had 30 minutes to prepare a response to this expert panel for each scenario. (Scenarios attached) **The students will provide an ethical defense to their decisions for two selected scenarios:**

Scenario 1: Student Choice (2 minute response)
Scenario 2: Panel Choice (2 minute response)

This Panel will be presented with 12 teams, 24 responses in total. There is NOT a rubric, as this is not a competition. We expect, as experienced business professionals within the North Georgia region, for you to provide only your advice to the students’ responses within the appropriated feedback session. The Panel members will provide no feedback during the one hour response session.
If you need this document in an alternate format for accessibility purposes (e.g. Braille, large print, audio, etc.) please contact Rose Procter, Director of the BB&T Center for Ethical Leadership, 706-867-2966, rose.procter@ung.edu.